RE: APPROVAL OF FLIGHT SIMULATION TRAINING DEVICE

Pursuant to Kenya Civil Aviation (Operation of Aircraft) Regulations, 2013, regulation 207, and subject to conditions described below, acceptance is hereby granted to AUSHAANAIR LIMITED to conduct flight training on the following Flight Simulation Training Device:

FSTD No. LT.FSTD.03C
S/N: WO 5155
BOEING 737-500
Engine Type: GE CFM56-5B4 and IAE V2527-A5
FSTD LEVEL CG
Operator: UAB BAA TRAINING
Location: JSC BAA Training, Dariaus ir Gireno str. 21, LT-02189 Vilnius, Lithuania

This acceptance shall remain valid subject to the UAB BAA TRAINING holding a valid qualification certificate for the FSTD from CAA REPUBLIC OF LITHUANIA.

Unless cancelled, suspended or revoked in the interest of safety, this approval shall remain valid until 18TH APRIL, 2018.

Yours Faithfully

Capt. Reuben N Murungi, Ag. Manager Flight Operations

For: Director General – KCAA